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DIMENSIONAL CONCEPTS, LLC 

OUR VISION 
Dimensional Concepts LLC (DCL), founded in 2002 and headquartered in Northern Virginia near 
Washington D.C. and the U.S. Federal Government, provides business, marketing, and IT services to 
Federal & state governments, commercial organizations, and non-profits. We help customers make the 
most of their data by:  
 Ensuring that data, metadata, and analytical reports and services are organized and managed in

alignment with the organization’s goals and objectives.
 Creating data-related systems and processes that consistently deliver value to the customer in

an effective and efficient manner.
 Building and supporting well organized technical and organizational processes that respond

quickly and effectively to changes in the organization and the markets it serves.
We do not believe in “one size fits all” when either developing custom systems or configuring off the 
shelf products. We tailor our methods and services to unique customer needs, concerns, and 
capabilities. Through hard work, ethical behaviour, and collaboration we forge positive and productive 
long-term relationships with customers, staff, and business partners.    
DCL views data of all kinds – text, numeric, image, financial, transactional, cloud or remote sensor based 
-- as the lifeblood of the modern organization. The data generated, used, and managed by the 
organization drives the quality of its decisions and the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations. Yet, 
many organizations don’t -- or can’t -- approach the management of their data in an organized or unified 
fashion. DCL helps such clients address this by targeting its focus areas and services on business 
alignment as well as desired and measurable outcomes.   

DCL FOCUS AREAS

ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING 

DCL assesses (1) the current and future states of the client’s target processes and systems, (2) the 
manner in which data are produced, managed, organized, and used, and (3) the system and process 
changes needed to better align how data are analysed and reported with the organization’s short and 
long-term goals. This assessment drives the development of actionable roadmaps that specify how the 
organization’s goals and objectives will be achieved.  

DATA ARCHITECTURE 

We examine how the organization’s data and metadata are organized. Of special importance are the 
relationship between data lifecycles (i.e., how data associated with targeted applications, systems, or 
processes are created, managed, organized, and used) and the outcomes desired from these 
applications, systems, or processes. We also identify delays or costs associated with a lack of 
standardization or to miscommunication arising from failure to address differences and incompatibilities 
in the language, terminology, and data definitions employed across different data “siloes.” We then 
recommend and help implement appropriate metadata management, data stewardship, and data 
inventory solutions.  
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 

Business Intelligence (BI) involves getting the right data to the decisionmaker when in a form that is 
understandable and actionable. This requires not only the ability to filter and/or visualize data but also 
the ability to match the analytical sophistication of the decisionmaker with the required tools and data. 
All data users don’t have to be data scientists to make use of the basic reporting features of modern BI 
tools. It may also be necessary to conduct exploratory or predictive analyses where outcomes are 
unknown or unpredictable. DCL can show how to serve these different data uses by defining a spectrum 
of analytical and reporting options as well as their resource and training implications.  

DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Efficient and effective database management is the core of successful data analysis and reporting. 
Whether structured or unstructured data are stored locally, in the cloud, in a purpose-built data 
warehouse, or are being processed in real-time to reflect continuous data streams, it is essential to have 
appropriate staffing, tools, data quality, security, privacy, and data governance controls in place. DCL 
helps clients decide which tools and data management resources they need.  

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

Custom desktop, web and mobile applications tailored to the organization’s users, data, products, and 
services may be needed to support a variety of user-appropriate channels. We conduct careful 
evaluation of business models, we survey the technology landscape, and we present options for 
applications that employ cross-platform standards, agile methods, and effective security and privacy 
controls.   

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 

DCL’s marketing professionals evaluate, create, and execute marketing and communication strategies 
that take advantage of both traditional and state of the art tools and techniques to provide meaningful 
insight into customer preferences and behaviour patterns. Content and message management across 
marketing channels is critical as the number and variety of traditional and web-based options for 
reaching various communities continue to change (and in some cases become even more restrictive). It 
is important to align data and reporting options to the organization’s constantly evolving marketing 
objectives. DCL can identify these options and what it takes to implement them.  
 

DCL SERVICES  
DATA GOVERNANCE 

Consistent access to high quality analytics requires careful attention to both tactical and strategic goals. 
On the one hand management expects rapid and easy availability of existing data. Currently available BI 
tools can provide such access. But what happens when “easily available data” aren’t really what’s 
needed to solve pressing problems? This is when more strategic data management goals come into play. 
Such goals, unfortunately, can also drive -- if not managed correctly -- expensive and time-consuming 
changes to enterprise data systems and processes which can lead to the delays and overruns typical of 
overly-ambitious “boil the ocean” projects.  
DCL’s approach to data governance effectively balances both tactical and strategic goals by (a) focusing 
primarily on high-impact/high value target problems or decisions, (b) delivering usable analytics as 
quickly as possible, while (c) ensuring that the foundation is being built for strategic and manageable 
data governance processes, systems, and tools.  
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

As technologies and data management tools and techniques evolve the ways we design and perform 
project tasks are also changing. Human resources and the standards for measuring productivity are also 
evolving with increasing emphasis being placed not only on “data science” but on analytically-capable 
staff.  
From complex, multi-year enterprise scale projects to smaller efforts that last a few months, DCL 
professionals have intimate knowledge and relevant certifications to steward projects from conception 
to completion. We provide expertise in project management tools, attention to detail, and best 
practices. Our professionals provide customized approaches to each life-cycle phase and employ agile, 
traditional, and hybrid methods where appropriate. We also emphasize collaborative tools and 
techniques to ensure that project staff and stakeholders are “on the same page.”  

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

Effective program management involves the careful shepherding of frequently overlapping projects, 
teams, and deliverables. It requires engaging and overseeing portfolios of resources, technologies and 
methods. Even for programs within small organizations, lack of insight into even small details can make 
or break a team's ability to meet objectives. DCL can support to your organization's program needs via 
setup and operation of program management offices (PMOs), staff training, PMBOK compatible project 
documentation, and metrics that link data on equipment, readiness, health, and training to project 
milestones and program objectives.  
 

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST 
NAVY MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER (NMPDC) 

 Upgraded the NMPDC’s knowledge base platform from SharePoint 2007 to SharePoint 2010.  
 Reviewed and cleaned up site taxonomy. 
 Restructured site architecture while moving contents and data to new platform. 
 Upgraded user interface and user facing content. 
 Implemented improved data governance and data stewardship processes. 
 Employed Agile project management methods. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (OASD) FOR LOGISTICS & 
MATERIAL READINESS (L&MR).  

 Database Management Support. Supported client through maintenance of the financial 
management data repository. Client uses the repository as its primary tool for analysing budget data 
throughout the current and past fiscal years. System continually imports and exports financial data 
to generate reports on project status, contract processes, financial documentation, L&MR funding 
levels, and commitment/obligation rates. 

 Financial Management Support. Developed, researched and maintained financial process flow 
charts identifying system functions and processes related to day to day financial operations. Added 
data components to meet the latest PPBES data requirements. Worked in SharePoint and Oracle 
Financials to process data. Produced additional ad hoc reports including those needed to meet ARA 
and OSD Comptroller PPBE requirements. 
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 Budget Dashboard. Updated information and produced the Fiscal Year (FY) Actual Budget Dashboard 
for the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Logistics & Materiel Readiness (L&MR), Military Assistant 
(L&MR) and the RMO Director. Also produced the Budget Dashboard Validation Report that tracks 
the amounts and estimated differences between the FY Budget Dashboard and the Commitment 
and Obligations Reports. 

NORTHROP GRUMMAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

 Worked with large business intelligence (BI) systems using commercial off the shelf (COTS) products 
to perform data extraction, transformation, and load (ETL).  

 Work included data quality verifications and data correction. 
 All BI work involved large back-end database systems that store large volumes of structured and 

unstructured data. 
 DCL has also performed COTS based data integration, data cleansing, database systems testing, and 

customized data management support for the client.  

BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OPM FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PROGRAM (FEP) 

 Performed database design and management services. 
 Designed ETL architecture including setup, configuration, and upgrade of multiple COTS ETL tool (Ab 

Initio) instances for system and user acceptance testing. 
 Provided production support for ETL processes including oversight of ETL test jobs. 
 Created security and PHI compliance documents. 
 Provided application security and Quality Assurance services for multiple projects, including client’s 

MyBlue Portal, eService, and DM Scorecard. 

CAREFIRST BCBS  ENTERPRISE DATA MODEL (EDM)  

 Provided ETL services to integrate Claims, Enrollment, Members, Product, Provider, and other data 
from 3rd Normal Form Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) to an Enterprise Data Model (EDM).  

 Loaded historical and incremental data into EDM.  

CAREFIRST BCBS HEALTH SYSTEMS CONVERSION  

 Assessed impacts of system upgrades on existing reporting and ETL processes. 
 Consolidated multiple staging repositories into a single Oracle 10g repository.  
 Designed and implemented consolidated ETL processes. 
 Upgraded Oracle 9i target repository into Oracle 10g.     
 Minimized down time for ongoing operational support.    

CAREFIRST BCBS ENTERPRISE DATA WAREHOUSE – REVENUE REPORTING SUBJECT AREA  

 Advised project team on technical aspects of the development lifecycle. 
 Provided technical expertise on existing billing and membership systems. 
 Assisted data modelers with the design of the subject area. 
 Designed and developed ETL processes using Informatica. 
 Developed specifications for data loads and reviewed data quality. 
 Designed and developed customized extraction processes.  
 Configured and Implemented ROLAP solution using MicroStrategy.  
 Developed canned reports; rolled out self-service application; and, trained users.  
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CONTRACTING 
 

CONTRACT VEHICLES CREDENTIALS 

 VA Vector - VA119A-17-D-0102 
(Prime)  

 FAA eFast - DTFAWA13A-00086 
(Prime)  

 Navy SeaPort-e - N00178-16-D-8700 
(Prime)  

 VA T4NG - VA118-16-D-1020 (Sub)  
 GSA VETS2 -  47QTCH18D0006 (Sub)  
 CMS SPARC Small Business (Sub)  

 DUNS No: 198341765 
 CAGE Code: 41MP0 
 CPARS Rated: Very Good to Exceptional 
 DCAA Audited Cost Accounting System 
 D&B Open Rating: 96% Customer 

Satisfaction 
 ISO 9001 Certified Quality Management 

System 
 SDVOSB (CVE), WOSB, SWAM (VA) 

NAICS CODES – ENGINEERING & INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 

NAICS CODES – MANAGEMENT & PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

 518210 Data Processing, Hosting and 
Related Services 

 519130 Internet Publishing, Broadcast, 
Web Search Portals 

 541511Custom Computer 
Programming Services 

 541512 Computer Systems Design 
Services 

 541513 Computer Facilities 
Management Services 

 541519 Other Computer Related 
Services 

 541330 Engineering Services 
 541430 Graphic Design Services 
 541613 Marketing Consulting Services 

 

 493190 Other Warehousing and Storage 
Services 

 541611 General Management 
Consulting Services 

 541612 Human Resources Consulting 
Services 

 541618 Other Management Consulting 
Services 

 541690 Other Scientific and Technical 
Consulting Services 

 541990 Other Professional, Scientific, & 
Technical Services 

 561110 Office Administrative Services 
 561210 Facilities Support Services 
 611710 Educational Support Services 

 
CONTACT 

For information about DCL check out our website at www.dimensional-concepts.com  or contact: 
 

Angela Harpalani, CEO 
Phone 703.880.6077 ext.101 

1886 Metro Center Drive, Suite 230A 
Reston, VA 20190 

Email: angela@dimensional-concepts.com 
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